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ETERE is Chosen by Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library

Etere is working to upgrade the library broadcasting system to offer a 
better service experience to their worldwide visitors.

Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library is one of three national libraries of the Russian 
Federation. Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library is a unique center of digitization and 
processing of old valuable books published in Russia before the 18th century and 
manuscripts, that don’t have copies in the world. Located in the historical building 
of Synod the new library represents the new era in development of library science 
in Russia. “This Library will become the unique intellectual resource that 
represents more fully the history of the Russian State at every historical stage, 
including the present day” – addresses the President of Russia Dmitry 
Anatolyevich Medvedev to the readers of the Library. The Presidential library will 
provide our citizens with a great opportunity to use freely its colossal volume of 
information, thus it will serve to strength a respectful attitude to their country and its 
history, and to the values of civicism and patriotism. 

Etere is now working to improve and upgrade the broadcast system ot the Library. 
The system allows to record from cameras and at the same time display a selected 
list of items in the large displays. Core of the system is of course a media asset 
management system (MAM) that also stores all the metadata needed for 
cataloguing the system. It can also manage a large amount of assets (assets are 
tapes, video files or other formats). The MAM is integrated with all the functions of 
the system, so it stores all the info of the media, including Videoserver storage, 
disk storage, Digital tape library, videotape library.
A transcoding system will also generatees a frame accurate browsing copy as 
soon as the file is ready to be transcoded, the browsing copy is used to avoid 
unnecessary file transfer.
The upgrade is in progress so stay connected!
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